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3D nuclear chart



3D nuclear chart

Advantage
• Precise spectroscopy

• Structure in detail
• Clean experiment

Difficulties
• Limited isospin
• Small momentum transfer to 
separate hypernuclei
• Difficulties on decay studies
• Only up to double-strangeness

Hypernuclear spectroscopy 
with heavy ion beams

HypHI project, 
started in 2005



Violent Production of Hypernuclei

Coalescence of L in projectile fragments

projectile
target
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Projectile fragment

L

Hypernuclei



Relativistic hypernuclei

Large Lorentz factor g (>3)
Effective lifetime : Longer by the Lorentz factor

200 ps -> 600 ps at GSI (ct ~ 20 cm)
200 ps -> 4 ns at FAIR (ct ~ 120 cm)

Hypernuclear separation and spin precession

projectile
target

Hot participant zone

Projectile fragment

L

Hypernuclei



Nuclear matter with multiple-strangeness



Why hypernuclei with heavy ion beams?
Projectile fragmentation + L capture

Neutron- and proton-rich hypernuclei
Unexpected exotics and phenomenon

Hypernuclei at projectile rapidity (b ~ 0.94)
Invariant mass spectroscopy in flight
Vertex information -> Lifetime

Hypernuclear production with RI-beams
Very unique only at FRS/GSI and Super-FRS/FAIR



Threshold for

Λ-production

Coulomb excitation
up to E* ~ 13 MeV
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Why hypernuclei with heavy ion beams?
Projectile fragmentation + L capture

Neutron- and proton-rich hypernuclei
Unexpected exotics and phenomenon

Hypernuclei at projectile rapidity (b ~ 0.94)
Invariant mass spectroscopy in flight
Vertex information -> Lifetime

Hypernuclear production with RI-beams
Very unique only at FRS/GSI and Super-FRS/FAIR

HypHI
Phase 0

HypHI: Hypernuclear spectroscopy with Heavy Ion beams

Started in 2005



HypHI at GSI/FAIR: Concept of Experiments
Produced hypernucleus close to projectile velocity

Large Lorents factor g > 3
ct ~ 20 cm at 2 A GeV

Example : 12C + 12C -> ALZ + K+,0 + X

Time-of-Flight detectors
Trackers
N-detector
K+ counter

Magnet

n

Residues 

p, p

K

L-Hypernucleus
target

Mesonic weak decay
• L -> p- + p

Non-mesonic weak-decay
• Lp -> np



GSI Helmholtz Center for Heavy Ion Research



HypHI Phase 0 in October 2009
The goal of the Phase 0 experiments

To demonstrate the feasibility of precise hypernuclear 
spectroscopy with 6Li primary beams at 2 A GeV : 
Mesonic decay L -> p- + p

3
LH -> p- + 3He

4
LH -> p- + 4He

Funding
• Helmholtz-University Young 
Investigators Group VH-NG-
239, 2006-2012
• DFG grant SA1696/1-1
2007-2009, TOF detectors



HypHI setup in 2009



HypHI Phase 0 (2009), 6Li+12C at 2 A GeV
Example: 
3
LH -> 3He + p-

4-momenta of 3He

4-momenta of p-

• Secondary decay-vertex finding
• Invariant mass



HypHI Phase 0 (2009), 6Li+12C at 2 A GeV
Author's personal copy

178 C. Rappold et al. / Nuclear Physics A 913 (2013) 170–184

Fig. 6. (Color online.) Invariant mass distribution for candidates of Λ, 3
ΛH and 4

ΛH, are represented by the filled circles in
panels (1a), (1b), and (1c), respectively. The shaded orange region represents one standard deviation of the fitted model
centered at the solid blue line. The dotted lines show the separate contributions of the signal and the background with,
respectively, black and colored lines. The data represented by open triangles correspond to invariant mass distributions of
the mixed event analysis. The local p-value distribution of the background-only hypothesis in full range of fit of Λ, 3

ΛH
and 4

ΛH, are shown in panels (2a), (2b) and (2c), respectively. The red dashed lines illustrate the p-values corresponding
to significances of 1σ , 2σ , 3σ , 4σ , 5σ and 6σ .

Table 2
Summary of the results obtained by fitting the invariant mass distributions. The parameter Nsig represents the integral of
the signal contribution, while Nbg that of the background contributions. The mean value and σ of the Gaussian model are
referred to as m̄ and σm , respectively. Parameters, a0, a1, a2 and a3, are the coefficients of the Chebyshev polynomial.

Fitted values Λ 3
ΛH 4

ΛH

Nsig 280 ± 63 154 ± 49 123 ± 33
m̄ (MeV/c2) 1113.3 ± 0.8 2997.4 ± 1.2 3920.8 ± 1.2
σm (MeV/c2) 4.5 ± 0.9 4.8 ± 1.3 5.4 ± 1.2
Nbg 2609 ± 79 1590 ± 62 841 ± 43
a0 −0.106 ± 0.034 −0.487 ± 0.042 −0.947 ± 0.034
a1 −0.621 ± 0.044 −0.462 ± 0.062 −0.467 ± 0.065
a2 0.279 ± 0.040 0.212 ± 0.047 −0.590 ± 0.068
a3 −0.232 ± 0.057

in the likelihood function of the H1 hypothesis. The distribution is then obtained by scanning the
mass region. The maximum of signal significance can be deduced and the presence of the signal
contribution into the invariant mass distribution of Λ-hyperon, 3

ΛH and 4
ΛH demonstrated. Fig. 7

also shows the fit of the background-only hypothesis H0 with the invariant mass distribution of
the mixed event analysis obtained from the experimental data.

p+p- for L 3He+p- for 3LH 4He+p- for 4LH

this way, the deduced lifetime values are independent of the detectors’ time resolution. It is one of advantages
to study hypernuclei by using heavy ion beams and the invariant mass method. Deduced lifetime values are
summarized in Table 1 with the other observed values. By observing the light known hypernuclei, 3

�H and 4
�H, in

the HypHI Phase 0 experiment, it has already been demonstrated that hypernuclei can be studied with projec-
tile fragmentation reactions of heavy ion beams, and it has opened a new doorway to study nuclei with strangeness.

Table 1: Summary of observed values presented in [12].

� 3
�H 4

�H
Observed counts 280 ± 63 154 ± 49 123 ± 33

Peak width [MeV] 4.5 ± 1.9 4.8 ± 1.3 5.4 ± 1.2
Peak significance 6.7‡ 4.7‡ 4.9‡

Lifetime value [ps] 262+56
≠43 183+42

≠32 140+48
≠33
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and identify hypernuclei by means of the invariant mass
method [22].

We performed an experiment with 6Li projectiles at 2A GeV
with an intensity of 3 × 106 ion per second bombarding on a
carbon (12C) graphite target with a thickness of 8.84 g/cm2.
The data collection occurred during a period of 3.5 days with
an integrated luminosity of 0.066 pb−1. The main goal of the
experiment was to identify and study the production and the
decay of light hypernuclei, 3

!H and 4
!H, as well as ! hyperons

in order to demonstrate the feasibility of such hypernuclear
spectroscopy. Within the same data set other possible final
states can be studied to search for extremely neutron-rich and
neutral hypernuclei such as a bound state of two neutrons
with a ! hyperon, 3

!n. The observation of a 3
!n state was

not feasible in the previous emulsion technique and bubble
chamber experiments since this bound state has no charge and
could not be distinguished from the background induced by the
! hyperon. Garcilazo et al. studied theoretically the nn! state
and revealed that it should be unbound [23]; however, recent
lattice QCD calculations for three-body states [24] indicate
that 3

!n might be bound. Additional considerations from Dalitz
and Downs [25] show possible decay channels of such a state,
3
!n → p + n + n+π− and 3

!n → t + π− and the first
calculation on its binding energy. In a revised calculation
presented in Ref. [26], they concluded again that the existence
of 3

!n was improbable. In the later publication by Dalitz and
Levi Setti on the possible unusual light hypernuclei [27],
the possibility of 3

!n existence was still discarded; however,
experimental evidences were welcome, and they discussed the
possibilities of 5

!n and 4
!n as well.

The experiment involved tracking systems of scintillating
fiber detector arrays and two drift chambers for the secondary
vertex determination. Four scintillating hodoscope walls were
adjoined to the tracking systems for tracking and time-of-flight
measurements of charged particles across a large acceptance
dipole magnet. The tracking system for vertexing was placed
in front of the dipole magnet around the expected decay
volume of hypernuclei. Behind the magnet, two separated
arms of the detection apparatus were situated in such a way
to measure disjointedly positively and negatively charged
particles.

The four-vectors of the detected particles and fragments
were determined after the particle identification based on
tracking across the magnet as well as measurements of the
time-of-flight and the energy deposit with the hodoscope
walls. After the decay vertex finding, the invariant mass
of final states of interest was calculated, and a lifetime
estimation was inferred based on the observed decay vertex
position. The feasibility of the experimental method was
already demonstrated by observing !, 3

!H, and 4
!H, whose

physics results are discussed in Ref. [28]. In this Rapid
Communication, we report on the analyses and discussions
of the observed final states of d + π− and t + π− that might
be associated with 3

!n.
Using the track and event reconstruction procedures, the

particle identification for positively charged fragments was
first determined by the correlation between the measured
energy deposit and the deduced momentum from the track
fitting. The performance for the helium isotope separation was

reasonable, and the 3He contamination in the 4He identifica-
tion was estimated to be 1.7%, while the contamination of 4He
into the identification of 3He was 1.8% [28]. Additionally, for
the hydrogen isotopes and π− mesons the correlation between
the estimated momentum and the velocity β calculated from
the time-of-flight measurement was employed, as detailed
in Ref. [28]. The selection cuts used for the deuteron and
triton determination required their respective momenta to
fall in the ranges 4.3 ∼ 6.5 and 6.5 ∼ 10.0 GeV/c and
their respective masses to be within 0.935 < md < 2.785 and
1.455 < mt < 4.105 GeV/c2. A fair separation between the
hydrogen isotopes was achieved. The contamination of protons
and tritons in the deuteron selection is 0.75% and 2.7%,
respectively. For the triton selection the proton contamination
was negligible, while the deuteron contamination amounted to
1.9%. Cut conditions for triton and deuteron species were wide
enough so that there is no narrowing of the projectile rapidity
region, cross-checked with the rapidity regions of detected
helium and lithium isotopes.

After the identification of the particles and fragments of
interest, the invariant mass distributions of d + π− and t + π−

were studied with the identical rules for the secondary vertex
selections applied in the case of !, 3

!H, and 4
!H [28]. Figure 1

shows the resultant invariant mass distributions of d + π− in
panels (a1) and (a2) and t + π− in panels (b1) and (b2). The
longitudinal decay vertex position (Z) was requested to be set
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Invariant mass distributions of d + π−

final-state candidate in panels (a1) and (a2) and of t + π− in panels
(b1) and (b2). Panels (a1) and (b1) are for −10 cm < Z < 30 cm,
and panels (a2) and (b2) are for −2 cm < Z < 30 cm. Observed
distributions are represented by the filled-in circles. The hashed
orange (gray) region represents one standard deviation of the fitted
model centered at the solid blue (gray) line of the total best fit.
The black and colored dotted lines respectively show the separate
contributions of the signal and the background. The open triangle
represents the data corresponding to invariant mass distribution of
the mixed event analysis.

041001-2

Figure 2: Invariant mass distributions of d + fi≠ final state candidate in panels (a1) (a2), and of t + fi≠ in panels (b1) (b2).
Panels (a1) and (b1) are for -10 cm < Z < 30 cm, and (a2) and (b2) are for -2 cm < Z < 30 cm. Observed distributions
are represented by the filled-in circles. Details can be found in [13]. These figures are taken from [13].

The striking but also very mysterious result from the HypHI Phase 0 experiment is the observation of signals
in d + fi≠ and t + fi≠ invariant mass distributions [13]. Figure 2 shows the invariant mass distributions of d + fi≠

in panels (a1) and (a2) and t + fi≠ in panels (b1) and (b2) with di�erent longitudinal vertex cut conditions.
Significance values of observed signals were determined to be 5.3 ‡ (a1) and 3.7 ‡ (a2) for d + fi≠ as well as to
be 5.0 ‡ (b1) and 5.2 ‡ (b2) for t + fi≠. By taking results of the measured lifetime of the mother states finalizing
d + fi≠ and t + fi≠ as well as the peak integral values [13], it has been naively proposed that the signals may
be an indication of the existence of a neutral � hypernucleus with two neutrons and a �-hyperon, 3

�n, probably
produced by the Fermi break-up of excited heavier hyperfragments [15]. However, the possibility of a bound state
made of �-hyperon and two neutrons, 3

�n, was studied recently in several theoretical works [16, 17, 18, 19], all
concluding that the nn� system is unlikely to be bound. These calculations are based on quite general arguments
relying on existing, well established hypernuclear data. On the other hand, Lenke et al., suggested that it may
be bound with a very small binding energy, an order of electron volts [20].

Another striking results in the HypHI Phase 0 experiment is to observe significantly shorter life time value

3

The feasibility demonstrated

NPA 913 (2013) 170

Cross section 1.7 mb 3.9 µb 3.1 µb PLB 747 (2015) 129



Two puzzles 
from HypHI Phase 0



Puzzle 1: d+p- and t+p- signals
d+p-d+p-

t+p-t+p-

PRC 88 (2013) 041001(R)
Neutral nucleus with L, nnL ??

3
Ln -> t + p-

3
Ln -> t* + p- -> n + d + p-

?t ~ 190 ps



Theoretical calculations for nnL
E. Hiyama et al., Phys. Rev. C89 (2014) 061302(R)
A. Gal et al., Phys. Lett. B736 (2014) 93
H. Garcilazo et al., Phys. Rev. C89 (2014) 057001 

nnL can not be bound
based on the current understanding of 3LH



Lifetime: Unbineed maximum likelihood fitting 

p+p- for L 3He+p- for 3LH 4He+p- for 4LH

262      ps+56
-43 183      ps+42

-32 140      ps+48
-33

263 ps



Puzzle 2: Short lifetime of 3LH 

p
n

L
BL = 130 keV
(data from 60s’)

t(3
LH) should be equal to t(L, 263 ps)

3
LH : Benchmark in hypernuclear physics

183   ps+42
-32

HypHI Phase 0

NPA 913 (2013) 170



Recent status of lifetime values of 3LH
(a few months ago)

HypHI
6Li+12C and 20Ne+12C at 2 A GeV at GSI
Phase 0 (6Li+12C), 183+42

-32 ps (L: 263 ps)

STAR at BNL RHIC
197Au+197Au
Observation of short lifetime of 3LH 
Two/three-body decays combined: 155+25

-22 ps

ALICE at LHC CERN
208Pb+208Pb
181+54

-39 ps

No theories to explain the short lifetime of 3LH



Solving two puzzles
Signals indicating nnL bound state
All theoretical calculations are negative

E. Hiyama et al., Phys. Rev. C89 (2014) 061302(R)
A. Gal et al., Phys. Lett. B736 (2014) 93
H. Garcilazo et al., Phys. Rev. C89 (2014) 057001 

Short lifetime of 3LH
• HypHI Phase 0: 183+42

-32 ps
• STAR at RHIC: 155+25

+22 ps
• ALICE at LHC: 181+54

-39 ps
No theories to reproduce 
the short lifetime

d+p-d+p-

t+p- t+p-

C. Rappold et al., PRC 88 (2013) 041001

p
n

LBL = 130 keV
(data from 60s’)

t(3
LH) should be equal to t(L, 263 ps)

Benchmark

237+33
-36

142+24
-21



Two puzzles from HypHI Phase 0
Indication of 3Ln (nnL) bound state

Short lifetime of 3LH

No theories to reproduce the both

Very urgent issues to be solved

With one experimental setup at GSI/FAIR

Heavy ion beams (GSI/FAIR, STAR, ALICE)
MAMI (binding energy)

Heavy ion beams (GSI/FAIR, STAR, ALICE)
(e,e’k+) with a tritium target



HypHI Phase 0 (2009), 6Li+12C at 2 A GeV
Example: 
3
LH -> 3He + p-

4-momenta of 3He

4-momenta of p-

Dp/p ~ 5 % 

Dp/p ~ 5-10 % 

Small acceptance
~ 20 %

Low efficiency of vertx trigger
~ 1 %



Invariant mass signals of HypHI Phase 0
d+p-d+p-

t+p-t+p-

PRC 88 (2013) 041001(R)
Neutral nucleus with L, nnL ??

3
Ln -> t + p-

3
Ln -> t* + p- -> n + d + p-

• Poor mass resolution
• Poor S/B ratio
• Signals on top of the bump 

of the background



New novel technique 
with FRS 

at FAIR Phase 0 (GSI)



Accelerator complex and FRS at GSI

3
LH  -> p- + 3He

4
LH  -> p- + 4He

nnL -> p- + d + n

Dp/p ~ a few %

Dp/p=10-3

Larger acceptance for p-



WASA at COSY in Juelich

GSI



WASA to S2 of FRS at GSI

Experiment planed in 2019



Monte Carlo simulations 
with WASA at S2 and FRS

3He
p-

6Li + 12C at 2 A GeV
at S2

MDC (straw DC)

TOF barrel TOF endcap

Fiber trackers

Fiber trackers 

GEANT 4, Kalman filter reconstruction and MOCADI, 

(Tracker+RPC)

3
LH -> p- + 3He

to S3-S4



Rate estimation and 
Simulated invariant mass distribution

would like to ask a total of 54 shifts for the proposed experiment. If the proposed experiment can run with the
other experiments as a part of the FRS-WASA campaign, the 18 commissioning shifts will be shared with the
other experiments.

Table 2: Summary of the channels of interest, magnetic rigidity setup of FRS, requested shifts for each setup and corre-
sponding expected signal integrals after the event reconstructions.

Channel of interest FRS rigidity [Tm] Duration of beams on target Estimated signal integral
d + fi≠ 16.675 24 shifts (8 days) 4.0 ◊ 103

3
�Hæ3He+fi≠ 12.623 9 shifts (3 days) 1.5 ◊ 103
4
�Hæ4He+fi≠ 16.675 together with d + fi≠ 5.0 ◊ 103
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Figure 8: Expected invariant mass distributions of d+fi≠ from 3
�n, 3He+fi≠ from 3

�H and 4He+fi≠ from 4
�H, together with

signals (red) and backgrounds (blue).

In comparison to the HypHI Phase 0 experiment, the expected statistics and mass resolution for the d + fi≠

reconstruction will be apprroximately 20 times larger and 2 times better. The resolution of the 3
�H will also be

approximately 2 times better with almost 10 times more statistics. The resolution of the 4
�H reconstruction will

also be 1.7 times better, and approximately 40 times more statistics is expected. The proposed experiment will
contribute strongly to solve the puzzle for the existence of 3

�n. It has to be emphasized that it can be studied
only at FAIR Phase 0. Furthermore, the precision of the lifetime measurement of 3

�H will be improved, and it
will also contribute to solve the puzzle for the lifetime on 3

�H. The precise measurements for 4
�H can be made

simultaneously with the d+fi≠ measurements, that was also shown to be shorter than the theoretical calculations.

The WASA detector and the other detector components will be ready by the beginning of 2019 in the FRS.
Though the designed maximum field of the WASA solenoid magnet is around 2.0 T, it was operated at 1.3 T
when it was used at COSY. The proposed experiment can also be performed at 1.3 T but with slightly worse
invariant mass resolutions of approximately 3 MeV/c2 for d + fi≠ and 3

�H and 4 MeV/c2 for 4
�H.

3 Summary of Requests

We would like to request 6Li beams at 2 A GeV (maximum possible magnetic rigidity of SIS18) with an
intensity of 2◊108 particles per spill. The total spill length is for 12 seconds with 2 seconds acceleration and
10 seconds extraction. We would like to ask totally 54 shifts in 2019 for beam times with 33 shifts (main) for
the physics measurements, 18 shifts (50 % parasitic) for commissioning the detector systems and 3 shifts (main)
for setting up FRS. If the proposed experiment can run with the other experiments as a part of the
FRS-WASA campaign, the 18 commissioning shifts will be shared with the others.

4 Perspective

The success of the proposed experiment at FAIR Phase 0 will enable new and very unique experimental
research opportunities for hypernuclei with Super-FRS at FAIR Phase 1. At the mid-focal plane of Super-FRS,
FMF2, similar fi≠ measurements to this proposed experiment can be performed. We will consider to develop a

8

Different Br from beams/fragments
• Small background
• Simple triggers

10 ~ 40 times more

5 times better resolution



Approval by the GSI G-PAC in 2017

In 2019



NuPECC Long Range Plan

Page 65

One of day-1 experiments of NuSTAR at FAIR

Hadron physics
Nuclear structure and 
reaction dynamics



FAIR in Germany



Super-FRS at FAIR

Precise hypernuclear spectroscopy with RI-beams



Summary
Hypernuclear spectroscopy with heavy ion beams
Two puzzles by HypHI Phase 0

Signals indicating nnL
Short hypertriton lifetime

Near future project
FRS + WASA at GSI (FAIR Phase 0) in Germany, 2019

- nnL and hypertriton lifetime
Super-FRS at FAIR in Germany, 2023+X

- Exotic hypernuclei with RI beams

Take Saito
t.saito@gsi.de


